
GAME PAGE
This game can be freely down loaded and copied.  It is intended to be used as a
classroom activity in conjunction with this website which contains answers to the
questions posed in the picture.  (All rights are reserved by Noarlunga Health Services.)
As you colour in the picture, see if you can find out what Shane and Sally learn about
smoking.
Questions
1. Who is Sally visiting in the hospital and why is he sick?
2. Find the 3 posters in the hospital which show why smoking is dangerous to your

health.
3. What does the doctor say about the cause of asthma?
4. What does Shane notice at the hospital?
5. Find the 6 smoke free signs.
6. Find the reason why the young people refuse to smoke.
7. Find the office that is unhealthy to work in.
8. What are the people outside the picture theatre saying about smoking?
9. Why don’t the 2 men want to go into the café?
10. Why is one café more popular than the other?
11. Find the people who have just walked past some smokers and notice what they are

saying.
12. Find the boy on the bus who’s Dad is getting healthier.
13. What is Sally telling the hikers?
14. What have the people fishing noticed?
15. How many trees are marked X for destruction?
16. Why are the trees being cut down?
17. Find the tobacco drying kiln.
18. What is Shane saying about the students at school?
19. How many different sports can you find?
20. How many roller bladers can’t keep up?
21. How many healthy footy players are there?
22. How many unhealthy footy players are there?
23. What does Sally say to Shane about snorkelling?
24. Shane and Sally found out a lot of things about smoking and tobacco, - what did you

learn?



SMOKE FREE KIDS
Answers to Shane and Sally’s “Smoke Free Project”.

1. Uncle Jim who is sick as a result of smoking.
2. 1. QUIT - Smoking makes you sick.

2. How soon should baby smoke.
3. Smoking causes lung cancer.

3. Passive smoking can cause asthma.
4. What does Shane notice at the hospital?

Many people get sick from smoking.
5. 1. Office

2. Hospital
3. Cinema
4. Video Games Shop
5. Café
6. Bus window

6. 1. Under Bridge - “I want to stay fit and play sport”.
2. In the mountains - “Yuk, no way …. It stinks”.

7. Top right hand corner - smoke filled.
8. Smoking gives you bad breath.
9. Smoke filled - unhealthy and unpleasant surroundings for dining.
10. The café on the left is a smoke free environment - more healthy and more

pleasant to be in.
11. Office block on left side of page - “It’s hard to breathe when you walk through

that smoke”.
12. Child in front window.
13. “The trees have been cut down (to fuel fires) for tobacco drying kilns”.
14. Fewer shade trees.
15. 5
16. 1. To fuel fires to dry tobacco

2. To grow tobacco
3. To be used in the production of paper products required for making

cigarettes and packaging.
17. Located near the stream at base of mountains.
18. “Most of these kids are having fun playing games, they don’t smoke”.
19. 1. Hand gliding

2. Hiking
3. Roller blading
4. Running
5. Skate board riding
6. Canoeing
7. Bicycle riding
8. Kite flying
9. Beach cricket
10. Surfing/Boogie boarding
11. Snorkelling
12. Swimming
13. Netball
14. Football
15. Cricket
16. Horse riding
17. Fishing



20. 3 (2 on right side of page, 1 near bridge)
21. 2
22. 2
23. “Snorkelling would be hard if you were a smoker”.
24. a. health,

b. social,
c. environmental issues
d. sports and fitness
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